darktable - Bug #11563
April Fools Joke: Swallow input instead of passing it on to darktable
04/03/2017 03:54 PM - Christophe Ochal

Status:

Closed: invalid

Start date:

Priority:

Low

Due date:

Assignee:

04/03/2017

% Done:

0%

Estimated time:

0.00 hour

Category:

General

Target version:

2.4.0

Affected Version:

2.2.3

bitness:

64-bit

System:

all

hardware
architecture:

amd64/x86

Description
Change the implementation of the 1st of April joke so that any input is swallowed with the exception of 'd' or 'l' to avoid changing
anything to previously selected images.
History
#1 - 04/04/2017 07:29 PM - Tobias Ellinghaus
- Status changed from New to Incomplete
- % Done changed from 0 to 20

I tried just now and couldn't get dt to do anything to the images. The steps I did were:
change dt to always think it's April 1st & recompile
start dt, hit 'l'
select images
close dt
start dt
press number keys
press 'l'
After those steps I assumed to have some changed ratings but that was not the case. Do you have any steps I can try to see that there is a problem?

#2 - 04/06/2017 10:47 AM - Christophe Ochal
Tobias Ellinghaus wrote:
I tried just now and couldn't get dt to do anything to the images. The steps I did were:
change dt to always think it's April 1st & recompile
start dt, hit 'l'
select images
close dt
start dt
press number keys
press 'l'
After those steps I assumed to have some changed ratings but that was not the case. Do you have any steps I can try to see that there is a
problem?
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I'll try to recreate the incident tonight or tomorrow, did you use the number keys or the ones on the alphanumeric part of the keyboard? Querty or
Azerty layout?

#3 - 04/06/2017 03:11 PM - Tobias Ellinghaus
Top row of an Qwertz keyboard. But that shouldn't matter.

#4 - 04/17/2017 12:29 PM - Christophe Ochal
Tobias Ellinghaus wrote:
Top row of an Qwertz keyboard. But that shouldn't matter.

Tried recreatiing the issue, failed miserably. I suppose I did something stupid. Ticket can be closed.

#5 - 04/18/2017 09:53 AM - Tobias Ellinghaus
- Status changed from Incomplete to Closed: invalid
- % Done changed from 20 to 0

Feel free to report back when it fails again. :-)

#6 - 04/18/2017 11:02 AM - Roman Lebedev
- Target version set to 2.4.0
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